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Fuller’s
Vision
Fulfilled
When Buckminster Fuller was
asked by a 12 year old boy,

“How would you
suggest solving
international
problems without
violence?”

he answered:

“I always try to solve problems by some artifact, some tool or
invention that makes what people are doing obsolete, so that it
makes this particular kind of problem nolonger relevant.
My answer would be to develop a world energy grid, an electric
grid where everybody is on the same grid.
All of a sudden there would be no problems any more,
no international troubles. Our new economic basis
wouldn’t be gold or dollars; it would be kilowatt hours.”
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Executive
Summary
Restart Energy Innovative Technologies (REIT) AG is a Swiss-based holding company that funds, researches,
and develops groundbreaking energy-tech ventures with the goal of building and maintaining the Internet of
Energy, a global energy ecosystem in which renewable energy flows freely across borders unhindered by the
vested interests of legacy monopolies.
The company is set up as a holding and ecosystem of innovation that drives innovation along fast go-tomarket routes by joining established energy companies with a growing consumer base with our industry
know how and proven track record in launching state-of-the-art ventures in the fields of Energy and
Technology.
REIT AG incorporates traditional revenue generating assets in Upstream (Renewables) and Downstream
(Energy Supply) value lines along with innovative and highly scalable Ventures with market-ready products and
services in the fields of P2P Energy Trade, Blockchain, Fintech, IoT, Energy Management/Optimization, Storage,
and Electric Mobility.

OUR MISSION
Restart Energy Innovative Technologies AG’s ultimate mission is to
deploy a globally-connected, P2P energy marketplace where
anyone can create, share and send Energy as a Currency (The
Restart Energy Democracy Platform.)
The RED Platform is at the heart of REIT’s vision of the future. The
blockchain-based, P2P energy trading marketplace connects
energy producers, consumers and prosumers while offering
Supply-as-a-Service for energy retailers. RED will eventually
become available in over 50 countries whose energy retail
markets have been deregulated. Consumers can choose from
a blend of solar, wind, hydro, biomass and biogas energy.
Using state of the art technologies like Blockchain
and the Internet of Things, we will help unchain
energy from the Old World and realize it’s potential in
the New.

Global energy demand is expected to nearly double by 2030.
W ith finite resources and the commitment to the UN SD G s,
nations must innovate to generate power in a socially,
economically, and environmentally sustainable manner. The
European Union Member States and the United States have
begun piloting reforms through energy market deregulation,
allowing private companies to operate in the power retail sector.
Countries across Asia such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan,
Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, and Singapore have opted for
market deregulation in a bid to create sustainability while China
and India are slated to follow in 2020.
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The Current State of Energy:
A Tragedy of the Commons
Economists have long debated the challenge of maintaining a communally-shared resource. In the absence of
systems that can manage and govern the commons, people tend to act in their own self-interest, eliminating equal
opportunity to access the resource or even deplete the available supply entirely (e.g. reservoirs, farmland, etc.).
Energy is no different. While utility companies have provided consumer access to energy over the years, the energy
supply business model has failed to adapt to the times, and in this case an outmoded business model can have
negative externalities on our environment, our economy, and our well-being with an impact lasting generations..

THERE ARE NOTABLE
OBSTACLES TO
SUSTAINABILITY THAT
WE MUST OVERCOME:
energy monopolies,
inflexibility, misaligned
incentives, and
government inaction.

Monopolies in the energy
commons result in severe
allocative inefficiency which
results in high startup costs
and economies of scale. The
inability for innovators in the
private or non-profit sector
to access the market and
test
new solutions due to inflexible
industry gatekeepers is an
immense concern.It’s a race to
the bottom.

There is a fundamental friction between the old and the new.
The divide between utilities companies and distributed energy
initiatives is such that entire dep artments are devoted to
“flexibility management” to maintain proper balance between
the two so as not to destabilize the g rid.It is a well-known
fact that as renewables approach grid parity and attract
more consumers, incumbent utilities pressured to
maximizeshareholder profits will hike up prices to offset the
drop in usage, leading to a “utility death spiral.”
This friction highlights the misaligned incentives between
consumers and producers. In many jurisdictions, energy
producers are not incentivized to deploy or optimize renewables
at a faster rate.G ood will does not g o far in a comp etitive market

Governments have tried to facilitate the transition to more
sustainable energy practices with subsidies, but despite their
good intentions they have failed to chart a path that can cut
through the greed. While the increasing trend of deregulating
the energy markets is promising for unlocking innovation by
private enterprise, legacy players still have a stranglehold on the
market.It is up to innovators with b old solutions to pick up the
slack. This is where Restart Energy comes in.
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The Important Role
of a P2P
Energy Marketplace
In an effort to mitigate the risks of climate change and boost the economy, the European Commission has
published its long-term strategy for the EU to achieve “net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 through a
socially-fair transition in a cost-efficient manner.” While there are 2020 and 2030 climate and energy
roadmaps, the 2050 framework presents an ideal scenario of a thriving, carbon-neutral economy following
years of incremental improvement through significant technological, social, and industrial efforts facilitated
through sensible government policy. As the EU currently contributes 1 0 % of global GHG emissions, the
efforts of EU member states to commit to the Paris Agreement, maintaining global temperature below a 2⁰ C
increase, and to meet the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals will have significant global impact.
It is imperative that these efforts can scale and adapt to changing technological, industrial, and political
conditions. According to the EC’s 2050 framework report, the widespread adoption of renewable energy
sources will lead to increasing electrification and decentralization; by 2050, electricity’s share of global
energy demand is projected to double to 5 3 % with up to 2.5 times increase of current production levels.
The EC’s report emphasizes that the transition to a sustainable, decentralized energy system will require
vastly smarter and more flexible systems that leverage our increasingly networked society, proactive
consumers, improved energy storage capabilities, and necessary software solutions for allocative
efficiency. With an estimated projection of 50m electric vehicles and 30m active energy prosumers
operating across Europe by 2030, there is a dire need to research and develop systems that can scale with
the rapid growth while balancing the national grid. In short, decentralization of the global energy market is
seen as a necessary and critical transition to a sustainable future.

This friction highlights the misaligned
incentives between consumers and
producers. In many jurisdictions, energy
producers are not incentivized to
deploy or optimize renewables ata
faster rate. G oodwill does not g o far in a
competitive market environment.

It is important to note that this shift
towards P2P energy markets closely
resembles the advent of sharing
economies realized by ubiquitous
sensor devices (notably, smart
phones.)
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As humanitarian technologist Vinay Gupta notes in his examination of smart cities in “To Whose
Advantage?: Exploring Data Generated by Pocket Devices,” the massive disruption of multi-billion dollar
industries caused by newer P2P alternatives interpenetrating legacy markets (AirBnB - hotels, Uber - taxis)
is a result of emerging “economies of omniscience” as sensors embedded in our urban infrastructure
and our daily lives efficiently bridge supply and demand across the citizenry, creating a 24/7, two-sided
marketplace that unlocks stranded and under-utilized assets for immense economic benefit (especially for
the centrally-coordinated, non-decentralized software platforms.) This is an incredibly powerful trend that
has faced and will face a massive pushback from industry incumbents.
The E C estimates the current global renewable energy market at around €1.3 trillion. This consists of
renewable energy production assets such as solar parks, wind farms, and hydro plants and the profits
they generate within the existing, legacy system. A truly decentralized, P2P energy marketplace that
democratizes access to renewable energy production and consumption will not only unlock an
incredible amount of stranded value but also lay the groundwork for a sustainable future where energy is
created and consumed by anyone anywhere.
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Executive
Summary
Restart Energy Innovative Technologies AG’s integrated business structure unlocks unique advantages and
capabilities that no other energy venture can claim. The company’s history and structure exemplify an evolutionary
mindset and a willingness to innovate at the bleeding edge of technology.

EUROPEAN ECOSYSTEM OF INNOVATION

The Upstream
550 MW
of operational
renewable energy
assets

Wind + Solar + Hydro
Acting as One (VPP
-Virtual Power Plant)
Producing 700 GWh/Year of
clean solar power

The Downstream
Innovative European
integrated energy & gas
supply company

Operating in several
countries
55,000 customers ( 50,000
households + 5,000
corporations)
Revenues 28 M Euro in
2021 and projected 70 M
Euro in 2022.

The Ventures
A global P2P energy
marketplace

Using cutting edg e
IoT and Blockchain
Technology
5 times cheaper energy
storage and advanced
e-mobility solutions
Disrupting a 22 Trillion
USD Market

2000%Growth

SECURELY

GROW

GLOBALLY

O n solid Blockchain Energy Infrastructure and Technological Innovation
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Value
Propositions
European Energy Tech Company with 28 M Euro Revenues
Having operated a profitable retail energy supply business since 2015,
we have a clear insight into the intricacies and challenges of the energy
supply chain and how to build the necessary systems to generate
sustainable profitability for our users.
https://restartenergy.ro/en/

Delivering more affordable, clean energy to
50,000 Households and 5,000 Corporations
Our retail energy supply business is currently operating in territories
across Central and Eastern Europe, meeting the energy needs of
households and SMEs alike. We also provide the infrastructure and
logistics to transform energy consumers into active energy prosumers
who not only power themselves but also their communities.
https://restartenergy.ro/en/

Giving consumers access to cheaper energy directly from
renewable energy producers on the first retail P2P energy
marketplace
At Restart Energy, we are firm believers in democratizing access and
production of renewable energy through technologies to facilitate what
Omnitric aptly refers to as “Community Energy,” or citizen utilities. By reducing
the bureaucratic and economic transaction costs of the retail energy
business, we can empower households and businesses to become selfsustaining energy prosumers within their communities.
https://www.redplatform.com/

Aligning incentives between renewable energy producers and
consumers
Restart Energy provides an innovative business model which can
realign the incentives around the adoption of renewable energy
production and consumption. By unlocking new business
opportunities and reducing costs of trade, consumers can benefit from
reliable supply and better rates while producers can maintain profitability
without compromising on service quality or arbitrarily hiking up prices.
https://www.redplatform.com/
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Providing state-of-the-art blockchain technology
solutions for Energy Companies
Building a global, P2P energy marketplace is a massive technological
undertaking that requires infrastructure and protocols that can scale to
millions of concurrent users. To this effort we are developing SWAZM, a
next- generation decentralized storage and compute platform custom-built
to serve the needs of millions of users.

Creating the infrastructure to empower 100 MM Smart
Energy Consumers to use Energy as a Currency
Using IOT for always-up-to-date data feeds from smart meters and
blockchain as the economic layer for transaction settlement, the RED
Platform effectively turns energy into a tradable digital asset through the
MWAT token to facilitate low-cost value transfer during energy allocation.
Our goal is to turn energy into an asset class as easy to transact as digital
cash.

Powering homes and businesses with 1,000 GWh of Renewable
Energy
Restart Energy is leveraging its renewable energy production assets
to provide cleaner energy alternatives to coal for thousands of
consumers.
Our forward business strategy involves the purchase of additional M W h
of renewable energy production assets to provide a healthy supply side
for the RED Platform. As a result, we expect this upstream integration of
production assets to bring major advantages in cash flow optimization
and production flow stability for our users.

Empowering carbon-free mobility for 50 MM European EV owners
by 2030
Restart Energy is committed to providing the infrastructure and
business model to facilitate EV adoption in communities worldwide.
The Electric Tour by Restart Energy is the Holder of the World Record for
the Longest Journey with an electric car in a single country (Romania, 2019).
We decided to transform Electric Tour into a franchise for companies all
over the world seeking to create public awareness about the need to
protect the environment and the benefits of using clean energy
transportation, with all the support and logistics covered by The Electric Tour
Team.

https://www.electrictour.ro
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Helping businesses and entrepreneurs earn from
energy and start their own supply business
A big part of the company’s success to date has been based on its ability
to successfully develop a multi-channel sales strategy by quickly identifying
market opportunities and leveraging local resources, such as microentrepreneurs, through the first retail energy franchise in the European
Union.
Restart Energy developed the first energy franchise in the EU that easily
allows any person to own a power retail business and earn revenues by
selling energy and gas to retail consumers.

We are adapting this franchise model for the RED Platform, providing a
turnkey solution for consumers to become entrepreneurial prosumers
with a marketplace platform that is adaptable to changing infrastructure

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the EU by 80% by 2050
O n 28 November 2018, the European Commission released its longterm strategic vision for a sustainable, climate-neutral economy by 2050,
charting a path for EU countries to attain this goal with emphasis on
investing and implementing realistic engineering solutions, empowering
proactive efforts from citizens, and aligning key areas across policy,
research, and finance to facilitate this transition.
Through an integrated business model which incentives the use and
implementation of renewable energy sources through a marketplace
platform built on state-of-the-art technologies, Restart Energy is uniquely
positioned to chart a sustainable path through the energy industry which
adequately aligns social action, technology, and industrial policy to meet
the objectives of the EU Commission and the Paris Agreement, ensuring a
healthy biosphere by keeping temperature increase below 2°C.
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Value
Propositions
Revenues

Euro 28 mil.

8 0 % cheaper
energy storage

Europe &
International
Operations

Electric Tour
World Record
Holder

55,000
Customers

550 MW

Upstream Renewables

Awarded IoT &
Connectivity solutions

700 GWh Renewable
Energy Production

Alpiq Market
Partner

RED Platform
global digital
energy marketplace

Last Resort
Energy Supplier

Experienced
Management Team
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Ownership
& Structure
Founded in 2019, Restart Energy Innovative Technologies (REIT) AG is a stock company based in Zug,
Switzerland led by an experienced team of specialists that drives innovation and fast go -to-market
routes for energy-tech ventures. We are joining established energy companies with a rapidly changing
and growing consumer base with our industry know how and proven track record in launching state -ofthe-art ventures in the fields of energy and technology. Our competitive edge is derived from bridging
traditional revenue generating assets in Upstream (Renewables) and Downstream (Energy Supply) with
innovative market-ready products and services in the fields of P2P Energy Trade, Blockchain, Fintech,
IoT, Energy Management/Optimization, Storage, and Electric Mobility through our Ventures investment
arm.

Restart Energy Innovative Technologies AG is built on the firm
belief that energy should be a liquid asset free of borders,
boundaries and intermediaries with every person deserving
the right to buy and sell energy directly: this is the Internet of
Energy. It’s the next step in the evolution of our energy markets
and the pieces are already here: prosumers, smart devices and
EVs alongside traditional players. We need to connect all these
islands of energy in a coherent, functioning and economically
REIT AG will implement a new type of corporate governance
based on absolute transparency through blockchain. All
corporate events will be registered on blockchain instantly
accessible by its shareholders: board meetings, dividend
allocation, board decision, general shareholder meetings
etc. Moreover, the shareholders will have instant and
unrestricted access to real-time company information as it
progresses. REIT AG is realizing the future of energy by
delivering a new vision of a globally-connected energy
market built on a new type of corporate structure that
enables everyone to share its benefits.
REIT AG is realizing the future of energy by delivering a globallyconnected carbon and renewable energy market built on a new
type of corporate structure that enables everyone to share its
benefits.
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Assets
REIT AG, as a holding and ecosystem of innovation will own
equity in the following entities:

The Main Business
REIT AG, as a holding and ecosystem of innovation will own equity in the following entities:

Upstream - 550 MW Renewable Assets (Solar Parks)
REIT AG’s primary development will be 550 MW of high performance European solar parks.
The renewable assets will form a Virtual Power Plant,
producing 700,000 MWh/Year. Their integration into
REITS AG’s existing energy retail business will provide
cash flow optimization and production flow stability.
More importantly, it will transform the company into
an end-to-end energy supplier that is no longer wholly
reliant on legacy utility companies for provision of
electricity.

The assets are composed of top performance
solar parks plants located in Romania.

This will elevate REIT AG’s retail subsidiaries’ status
within their domestic markets, allowing them to
compete with the major players and paving the way for
similar acquisitions as it expands into new territories
and builds up its production assets.

Moreover, Restart Energy will offer 100% renewable
energy from the renewable production assets on
the RED Platform in two stages: to corporate and
then to household consumers.

The energy and green certificates produced by
the renewables will be invoiced by Restart
Energy (Downstream) to its existing customer
base (guaranteed ROI from renewables).

Downstream -Supply of electricity to 50,000 households and 5,000 corporations in Romania & Serbia
REIT AG owns and operates Restart Energy, one of the EU’s fastest growing private energy and gas providers which
boasts the following:
Supplying electricity to 50,000
households and 5,000 corporations
2000% revenue increase from inception in
2015, €70M projected for 2022.
One of 10 ‘Last Resort’ suppliers approved by
Romanian government.
Subsidiaries in Germany, Spain, UK, Singapore,
Serbia and Hungary.
With upstream assets feeding the downstream
business, REIT AG’s energy retail subsidiary, Restart
Energ y,will act as a Europ ean integ rated energ y and
gas supply company,

providing households and SM E s with cleaner
alternatives to coal. The energy and green certificates
produced by REIT’s upstream renewables will be
invoiced to existing consumers. Linking the upstream
and downstream business will p ave the way for
expansion into multiple countries, starting with
Germany.
The partnership with a leading European
partner will not only help accelerate the g rowth in
client acquisition but also the adoption of the
energy marketp lace develop ed by the comp any.
This will b e a direct and significant factor in
achieving the projected revenue growth. The
spectacular growth gave the company a
greater presence in the Romanian energy
market as validated by the National Energy
Authority granting the company Last Resort
Supplier status in 2019.
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Restart Ventures
Restart Ventures was created with the purpose of encouraging innovation and creating opportunities for
Restart Energy to develop and integrate new technologies in the energy sector. Restart Ventures will invest in
start-ups and early-stage companies that have the potential to disrupt the legacy energy market and provide
sustainable profitability for shareholders and energy prosumers alike.
The main focus for our Ventures division will be on IOT, storage and e-mobility companies that will disrupt their
respective fields through innovative technology and forward-thinking business strategy.

We firmly believe that through Restart Ventures we can greatly expand Restart Energy’s capabilities and create
significant value for our shareholders while giving the company a unique, competitive edge in the industry.

Blockchain Operating System for Sustainability - RED Platform
RED is not just a new platform or a new technology; it’s a shift in the paradigm, providing freedom of choice, 100%
transparency and a liquid marketplace for carbon and environment tokens.
The RED Platform is a decentralized blockchain operating
system for sustainability and the first end to end
blockchain tokenized carbon offset system in the market
allowing individuals, companies, and other organizations
to calculate their carbon footprint, to claim tokenized
carbon credits for their positive environment actions and
to sell, transfer or burn these credits in exchange for
unique Sustainability Certificates in the form of NFTs or
non-fungible tokens on the blockchain. The RED platform
and ecosystem is based on a proprietary state of the art
100% blockchain technology called Zalmoxis, an
improved version of Ethereum running on PoS and PoA
that immediately solves the scalability problem but at
the same time retains all the advantages of Ethereum
including transferring tokens issued on RED to the
Ethereum mainnet but with 1,000 times less energy
consumption, zero emissions, close to zero gas fees and
with speed up to 100 faster. The Zalmoxis Blockchain is
running only on servers that are powered with 100%
green certified electricity.
RED will become the #1 issuer of sustainability tokens.
We will achieve this by standardising and automating
the process of creating compliant Sustainability
Incentivisation Schemes that allow users to claim
tokens for environmentally friendly actions and burn
them in exchange for Sustainability Certificates.
Website
https://www.redplatform.com/
How it works
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPwkH04aQTw
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Overview of Main Holdings
of Restart Energy Innovative Technologies AG

550 M W of high performance solar parks
Generating 700 GWh/Year

UPSTREAM

Operating in Romania, EU
Secure long term offtake of the Energy
and Green Certificates produced by
the renewables that will be invoiced to
downstream consumers

Restart Energy, one of EU’s fastest growing
private energy providers
Supplying electricity to 50,000
households and 5,000 corporations
2000% revenue increase since 2016 with 70 mn Euro
projected for 2022.

DOWNSTREAM

Holder of the Guiness World Record for the
longest journey ever made with an electric car
Subsidiaries in Germany,Spain, UK,
Singapore, Serbia and Hungary

Restart Energy Democracy (RED) - The first end
to end tokenized CO2 offset platform, a
blockchain operating system for sustainability

VENTURES
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Management
team

ARMAND DOMUTA

RENATO DOICARU

DAN NISTOR

Founder & CEO

Co-Founder & Head of
Energy Business

Head of Global Development

Over the last 10 years, Armand has
scaled Restart Energy into a leading,
sustainable energy company that is
well positioned for a green future.
He’s developed 500 MW of solar
projects, listed the first convertible
green bonds in Romania, pioneered
a smart metering system, obtained
a Guiness World Record for emobility and launched the first end
to end tokenized Carbon Offset
System on the RED Platform.

Responsible for electricity
procurement and trading. Worked
with Armand Group from day one,
building and operating power
plants and getting licensed on
electricity platforms, including
DAMAS of Transelectrica for crossborder trading, where he exceeded
1 TWh of trading. Been involved in
research projects for developing
improved energy forecasting
models with ESA (European Space
Agency).

Former CEO of Coca Cola - Japan,
Dan Nistor is a Global Business
Development Consultant,
Transformational Leader and
Business Partner, having an
outstanding track record with
20+ years of proven international
experience leading strategic vision,
execution and P&L responsibility
in the food & beverages industry
across diverse organizations. Dan
Nistor has extensive Board and
operational experience across
Europe, Africa and Asia.

Restart Energy is my legacy to the
world, it’s my dream of creating a
transparent energy eco system that
allows and encourages free and
direct energy transfers between
people that have the possibility to
choose renewable energy without
limitations from sources they can
trust.
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Management
team

DR. VLAD TRIFA

CRISTIAN BOGDAN

KINGA KUSZTORA

Head of IoT & Connectivity

CFO & Head of Resources

Head of Legal & Compliance

Dr. Vlad Trifa is an experienced
technologist, entrepreneur and
author who has been at the
forefront of the Internet of Things
(IoT) revolution for over a decade.
Most recently, he launched and led
the Swisscom Digital Lab - a leading
innovation center in enterprise
digitalization for the largest Swiss
telecommunication provider, which
helps late companies harness the
latest technologies such as AI,
Blockchain and IoT.

14-year track record in the
financial industry. Experienced in
corporate business and financial
analysis, business strategy, credit
deal structuring, credit risk, and
daily business operations. Former
Corporate Director at ERSTE BCR
Timis, overseeing business lines at
BRD Societe Generale, Timis, with
direct responsibility over retail and
corporate segments.

Kinga is our in-house lawyer
advising, coordinating and
managing our legal affairs. She
has over 10 years of professional
experience in providing assistance
in corporate and commercial
affairs, M&A, and the energy and
gas sectors. Throughout her career
she has worked with several
companies from various business
sectors successfully assisting them
in major projects.
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Management
team

VALENTIN BARGAU

ANDREEA PETRICA

MLADEN JEREMIC

Head of Ventures &
Investors Relations

Head of Digital Marketing

Head of Trading & Origination
(CEO Restart Energy Serbia)

Valentin Bargau Gheorghiu is an
experienced financial advisor with
more than 15 years of successful
track record in finance and
banking. Valentin specializes in
Capital Markets and Alternative
financing solutions. A strong
believer in the power of
innovation and ”thinking
different,” he constantly supports
new approaches in the financial
space.

With over 10 years of specific
marketing and communications
experience, Andreea draws upon
a vast pool of knowledge that
includes working for internationally
recognized brands such as TEDx,
leadership experts like Robin
Sharma, collaborating with several
national advertising agencies for
nearly five years, as well as helping
international clients with their
marketing needs.

Mladen is one of the most
experienced energy professionals
in Serbia with more than 10 years
of experience in retail and
wholesale energy trading in CEE
and SEE countries. Mladen is the
Restart Energy Serbia Country
Manager, leading Restart’s
expansion in the Balkans Energy
Markets.
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Management
team

CAMELIA CRAZNIC

REBECA DRAGOMIR

Head of Internal Audit & Control

Business Developer

Camelia is senior level
accountant with more than 25
years’ experience. Highly skilled
in financial and cost
management accounting, she
has in-depth knowledge of all
main economic sectors, fiscal
law, and regulation, including EU
fiscal regulations.
She currently operates in several
sectors, mainly in energy and
software development
accounting, as a chosen
consultant for the local fiscal
authorities in these fields.

Rebeca has been part of the RED
team from the beginning of the
project. She has experience of
over 10 years in marketing and
has participated in many areas of
the RED project, supporting the
community and the development
of the new features of the RED
platform. She is part of the
Business Development team
where she keeps contact with the
different areas of the project and
supports the teams with insight
and perspective over the next
steps based on the company’s
business growth vision.

CASIANA FOMETESCU
Head of Sustainability and
Carbon Offset
Casiana, who has joined the RED
team as Head of Sustainability and
Carbon Offset, is also head of
Carbon Expert, with ten years of
experience in emissions of
greenhouse gases, renewable
energy markets, sustainable
development, and energy
efficiency projects. Carbon Expert
is a group of experts from
Romania, Poland, Bulgaria,
Germany, Italy, France,
Switzerland, and Spain who offer
professional expertise in these
fields.

CONTACTS
To learn more,
visit RestartEnergy.com
or contact
valentin.bargau@restartenergy.ro
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